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~bstract: Promoting students' independence in vocabulary learning has
Seen one of the instructional goals in language education. Based on the
elf.Regulated Learning (SRL) theory from social cognitive learning

p~rspective, learning strategies and motivational beliefs (e.g., self-
:fjic~cy, task interest) are the key interrelated factors of SRL, which are
I rUclal for learners' academic performance. This study investigated
ea;ners' needs in terms of cognitive and metacognitive strategy use as
We I.as their perceptions and knowledge in vocabulary learning. Both
~uahtative and quantitative research techniques were applied to collecto;':.t with 38 pre-university Chinese EFL learners studying at .Univer~ity
kn alaya. The findings revealed that the students possessed insufficient
d OW/edge of high-frequency words and were deficient in using cognitive
rn
eep

processing strategies (e.g., semantic grouping, word structure) and
PletaC?gnitive self-regulatory strategies (e.g., self-initiation, goal-setting,
lannIng, self-monitoring and self-evaluation); besides, it indicated that
earner' I if
st S ow self-efficacy and motivation might be due to the lack 0

st:~egy knowledge, which in turn affect their strategy performance. The
r Y Suggests that there is a pressing need to enhance learners' self-
egUlation . I . h I" "wh' In earning vocabulary throug exp ictt strategy instruction
Ie IC~ emphasizes cognitive, metacognitive and motivational aspects ofarnlng.

l(eYwOtd .

self.regul S. self-regulated learning; vocabulary learning strategies; meta cognitive
1 Qlory strategies; self-efficacy; passive vocabulary knowledge.
N1R.O
DeVel ~DCTION

conce::n
g

life-long learning skills, that is, learning how to learn has been a key
(S~), an edu~at_ion.Along with this domain of research, Self-Regulated Learning
~Otivatio ~Ulhdlmensional construct which involves cognitive, metacognitive,
t has co~a., and social aspects of learning, has been theoretically well-established.
cruCialfor ~~t~nt1y proved that students' self-regulatory abilities in learning are
~ognitiveI el~ academic achievement (Zimmerman & Martinez, 1986). Based on
ta~t~rsto ae~r_nIngtheory, self-efficacy and strategy use are clarified as two key
(~.atlonshipcle~e self-regulation in academic learning, and it further explains their
Sl111l11lennWIth students' motivation and academic achievement in school
lht~tegies~n, 1~89). Zimmerman (1989) clarified that in order to identify students'
Se~lrpercep~·achons to be self-regulated, one must know their academic goals and
Cof'~e~late~ons Of.efficacy. In other words, learning strategies are involved i~ the
bag~ItIVe111 .learnIng process, and students who are' self-regulated use specified
SISOfthe' Ohvational, and behavioural strategies to achieve academic goals on the

rr self-efficacy, namely, perceptions of their capabilities in performing a
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skill or a task (Zimmerman, 1995).In the field of vocabulary acquisition in langua~~
education, to develop learners' capability to build up their vocabulary independ;~nk'
and strategically has been one of the major instructional goals (Graves & I 1J

2007). A number of researchers (Nation, 2001; Schmitt, 2000) have strOJl~Pi
advocated that Vocabulary Learning Strategies (VLS) playa vital role in irnproVlgiC
students' vocabulary acquisition and preparing them to be independent and stratese,
word learners. However, most studies on VLS focus on cognitive strategY 11pO
while there has been a lack of concern for metacognitive (e.g., goal-settin~a &
motivational factors (e.g., self-efficacy) in vocabulary learning (Rase 'tive
Ranjbary, 2003). Thus, with a theoretical basis of SRL from social CO~I p81

learning perspective, this study attempts to investigate strategy use, m?tivatl~fL
beliefs and knowledge in vocabulary learning among a group of ChInese f tP'
learners studying in Malaysia. The following provides a brief overvieW 0

context of the study.

Context of the study . pFC)
Recently, the number of students from the People's Republic of ChIna ( riel)
pursuing their studies at tertiary level in Malaysia has' been increasing. The VII d 8~
and richness of the English environment in Malaysia, in which English is uS~Jlese
Second Language (ESL) rather than Foreign Language (EFL) in the Chi r al
context, might provide them with more exposure to English learning. HoWev~;p!
the same time, the variety of academic tasks performed in English in a new le

ll
10\1'

con~ex~ is certainly demanding for these ~hines~ learners, especially tbellrJIiO!
achieving learners. They not only need to adjust quickly to a new language lei Jlge1
environment but also need good self-regulation in confronting learning cbal eJlteOI
in terms of English language competency as well as mastery of subject CO liSP·
knowledge. With the big linguistic difference between Chinese and E!lgBf~
vocabulary has been considered as one of the greatest difficulties for Chinese ball
learners. Given the large size of the English lexicon, it is not possible to te

llC
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the required vocabulary within the limited instructional time (Schmitt, 20
00

)')11011

students' capability in effectively managing their vocabulary learning appea,rsse01

important. Thus, it is necessary to investigate the Chinese EFL learners tefsiO
strategies as well as their current vocabulary knowledge and motivational be Iri1io~
vocabulary learning. With a theoretical basis of SRL from social cognitive le

ll

perspective, the study has stemmed from the following concerns.
?

1. What are the students' current level of passive vocabulary knowledge.
2. What are the vocabulary learning strategies used by the students? JltSi~
3. What are the metacognitive control strategies used by the stude
learning vocabulary?
4. What are the students' perceptions of vocabulary learning?
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METHOD ··d ()
In terms of language learning, needs are identified as "a I inguistic deficiell~ sP'

gap between "what a learner can presently do in a language and what be.Ii
should be able to do" (Richards, 2001, p. 54). For the current study, learners



Intenu .
Ieno I s of cognitive and metacognitive strategy use as well as their vocabulary
inveW.edgeand motivational beliefs and perception in vocabulary learning are

Shgated.

Parr·
Th lCIPants

e Part" .
Theyar lClpa~ts for this study are 38 Chinese EFL .learners aged from ~O to 25.
study e requIred to take English proficiency course In order to further therr degree

at University of Malaysia.
lllstrp. Ulllents
Irst a
wasc vOcabulary level test developed by Schmitt, Schmitt and Clapham (2001)
S\lffil?nducted to the participants in order to identify whether they have acquiredclent hi
q\lestio .lgh frequency words for their academic study. Second, an adapted
vOcab~alre developed by Gu and Johnson (1996) was used to study the
deliveUary learning strategies used by the students. Before the questionnaire was
learne

red
to the target group, a pilot test was conducted with 52 Chinese EFL

leVelr; who are studying at pre-university English course to identify the reliability
Const~ qUestion items. The results of cronbach's Alpha reliability test suggest the
cOnstructs have acceptable internal consistency (above 0.7), particular for the
items(c~of metacognitive strategies and activation strategy with smaller number of
14 OUta OVe0.6). Third, an interview in a questionnaire form was conducted with
llletacoOf.~8 participants who voluntarily participated to investigate the students'
V?cabufnltlve st~ategy use and their motivational beliefs and perceptions towards
dlmen/ry learnmg. Some interview questions on motivational and metacognitive
(2003) IOns Were adapted from the general interview questions developed by Gu
twoCb~nd all the interview questions were verified by two English teachers and
q\lestiolU~se EFL learners. After collecting the written responses towards the
StaternenItems, a follow-up clarification was done to identify (1) the written
releVantntsWhich were short and not clear; (2) the answer which was not really

to the questions, and (3) the contradictions in the answers.
));\1' A.
Sllidellt~AL YSIS AND FINDINGS
1'he re S Current vocabulary knowledgekn suits of .oWled vocabulary levels test to assess students' passive vocabulary
~qUiret~eare presented in the Table1. According to Nation (2001), students should
hOWled e mOst number of high frequency words at the 2000-word level and the
2as beengeof 3000-word level for reading unsimplified academic texts. Besides, it
cOIOhhatSuggested by Nation (1. S. P. Nation, personal communication, Dec 11,
rOntrolof ~ stUdent scoring 27 out of 30 is considered to have acquired the minimal
2~SUltsOfth e Vocabulary at that level and to be ready to move to the next level. The
knOO'WOrde students in this study show that the average score is 16 out of 30 at the
I oWnby thIeve!. It means 54% of the vocabulary at the 2000-word level was
"efarnersp ~ learners. The average score is 8 out of 30 at the 3000-word level with
v rOVd·
acadern· I lllg COrrect answers on only 26% of the items. As for their command

ic Vocabulary, the mean score was 5 out of 30. The students' performance



at the 5000-level was dismal with a mean of 2.25 and at the 10000-word level,the

mean was less than 0.5.

Table 2.
_R~es~u~I_~_o~f_P_r~e_l_im_l_'n_a~ry~v,_o~c_a~b~u_la_ryL-~_e~s_t ___
Levels Mean SD -
2000 16.14 7.21
3000 7.93 6.55
Academic vocabulary 5 5.35
5000 2.25 2.93
10000 0.36 1.02 --- dID
Thus, the needs analysis has provided evidence that almost all the students neebd
improve their basic vocabulary knowledge as well as academic vocabulary for t
course of studies at university.

Students' use of vocabulary learning strategies . fof
The results of students' strategy use indicated that the least preferred strategle~egj
the learners were self-initiation (M = 2.66, SD = 0.39)~ extended dictionary straaJllic
use (M = 2.89, SD = 0.78), word structure (M = 2.95, SD = 0.73) and ~e~pad
encoding (M = 2.85, SD = 0.82); while the most popular strategies were dlcuo~i~l
strategies for comprehension (M = 3.86, SD = 0.69), meaning-oriented note t~1i)-
strategies (M = 3.66, SD = 0.73), and oral repetition (M = 3.47, SD;::; ilo\\
According to the depth of processing theory (Craik & Tulving, 1975), sb~iJl~
processing strategies are those requiring less mental processes. The fin gie~
indicated that relative shallow processing strategies, such as repetition strate Ipl
dictionary use mainly for comprehension purpose were dominant atIlOng~~1
Chinese learners. In contrast, deep processing strategies, such as semantic en~ tit'
and word structure advocated in the literature seemed to be less preferre? d'calel
learners. It was also very apparent that the self-initiation strategy, which In ~yb)
learners' willingness to take control of their learning, was the least used strate

the students.

Table 2.

Dictionary strategies Dictionary strategies for
comprehension 3
Dictionary look-up strategies 3.49 .88 11
Extended dictionary strategies 2.89 .78 Z

Notetaking strategies Meaning- oriented note taking 3.66 .73

strategies 5
Usage- oriented note taking 3.43 .81

strategies 4

Memory rehearsal Oral repetition 3.47 .78 8
Visual repetition 3.24 .77 15
Using word list 3.02 .78 6

Guessing Guessing using background 3.41 .82



3.27
3.24
3.03
3.08
3.02
2.95

!\Ctivar Semantic encoding 2.85
~eta Ian strategies Activation 3.22cogru .
strat· lIve Selective attention 3.07~ies

~_. ~S~el~~~i=n~it=ia=ti~o=n ~2~.6_6 __

Stlldents'
hietac .u.seof metcognitive control strategies
andse~f~Ihve :ontrol strategies focus on goal-setting, planning, ~elf-monitoring

evalUatIOnstrategies. The results for each aspect are summanzed below.
GOQI-Sett·
l'hequ ~ngand Planning
their eShonnaire responses of 11 students indicated that they did not set a goal for
ParticivOcabulary learning. During the follow-up clarification, most of the
new:ants stated that they usually looked up the dictionary when encountering a
that thord Or before memorizing a new word, while only three participants stated
relt!ern~Yset learning goals and planned vocabulary learning, e.g., "I try to
day" (p~r 20- 30 words per day" (p4.2.2.l); "I repeatedly memorizing words every
PUrpOsel4.2.2.1). The majority of respondents also indicate~ t~at they did not
PurpOselYtry new strategies. Only three students clearly indicated that they
rnagazin~s~sedstrategies to learn vocabulary, e.g., "learn English vocabulary from
Strategie (P4.2.2.3). Only one student mentioned that he tried memory encoding
(p~1.2.2~3 s~ch as "imagi?ary, .wo:d as~ociation". or ."the. key word m~th,o~"
Po, it ~. the sound of dimple IS hke 'dm po', so Just imagme your cheek IS dm
qUantitar ecomes a hole, that is jiu wo" (pll.2.2.3) It is confirmed with the
Also,st/ve ?ata that virtual encoding was less frequently used by the students.
thePartia.tegles such as reviewing, grouping, and word parts were not reported by
~esPonseCIp~nts.Goal setting and planning are closely related concepts in SRL. The
earnings gIven by the participants about goal setting and planning for vocabularywere .quIte vague and general.
AtOh'A ··'to,.·
. IIbut ~ng Strategies
InVocabu~eof the 14 students stated that they did not keep record of their progress
~tategyu ary l~arning. Moreover, referring to the interview question on monitoring
thhentheyseWhIle reading, six respondents stated that they looked up the dictionary
"1ey.usUalIencOUntered a difficult word while reading. Some of them explained that
~ thInkguYg~essed the meaning first, before using the dictionary to confirm, e.g.,
alht Or WreSSIng the word first, and then using dictionary to check if your guess is
ththestratOng. Then you know the meaning of the word:' (pI3.2.2.S). The results
IVernWithegy s~rvey show that students most frequently used the dictionary to help
atd as th readIng comprehension purposes, that is, to look up the meaning of a

e need arose rather than using the dictionary as a resource to exploit the

~elllO
ryencoding

knowledge
Guessing using linguistics cues
Contextual encoding
Auditory encoding
Visual encoding
Association! elaboration
Word-structure

.73

.85

.72

.77

.69

.73

.82

.74

.69

.39

7
9
13
11
14
16
18
10
12
20



information about a word so as to expand their vocabulary knowledge. Besi~~~
activities, such as regular review and using a notebook to record word inforJll

atl

were not reported by most respondents.

Self-Evaluation of
The responses of 10 students indicate that they were unsure of which wordsO\i
expressions were important to learn. These are typical responses: "I don't kJlee"
which words are worth remembering. I just try to remember all the words I5 !be
(p3.2.2.6); "just feelings, sometimes, I don't know." (p12.2.2.6). In response t~~t~
question "What do you do when a strategy doesn't work for you?", seven s~\leaio
indicated they would "try to find better strategies"; two students would "try It agolif
and see if it works"; and only one student indicated he would "fall back on Y fOf
own strategy". Only one student indicated that he would "abandon it". P,StIleif
evaluating their own vocabulary, ten students stated that they did not evaluate e~
vocabulary. Besides, the evaluation methods stated by the other students were "vIa
general, such as, "when reading an article, I notice how much vocabulary Ic°elf'
understand". (p7.2.2.8). None of the respondents stated they used self-check ar S

test in their vocabulary learning.

Perceptions of vocabulary learning . ge~t
Eight students believed that it was hard to learn English words, and the blgioo~
difficulty they encountered in learning English was vocabulary. These expresSds!1
of the students speak volumes about their attitude to vocabulary learning: "w~\ a~
don't like words, and lots of words Idon't know!" (PI 1.2.2.1); "most diffiC\lIt1etbe)
using and remembering word" (P1.2.2.l). Another four students claimed that \I/a~
had difficulties in listening, speaking, and writing, and how to use vocabularY felt
merely one of the difficulties. Furthennore, nine respondents stated that the~tbat

they were not good at learning vocabulary, while the other five students st~te'tY01

they were capable of learning vocabulary. This indicated that the maja
fl
Iaf)'

respo~dents ?erceived t~emselves to ~e not very capable ~f learning voca~~cac)
The difficulties confronting learners might have lowered their sense of sel~-ebO\l/tO
in vocabulary learning, .and this ~as likely rel~ted to their lack, of ~rain.ing Inab\lW0

learn vocabulary effectively. WIth regard to interest and motivation III yOCblllaf)'
learning, out of ten students who expressed interest in learning English YOC

a
otpe

f

only one student expressed keen interest in learning English vocabulary- Tb
e
stat&

four students stated that they were not interested at all. In fact, nine student\at pi
that they had low motivation in learning vocabulary; and one student stated Ifl)i~!
was not motivated at all, Only four students expressed motivation in ,Ie

ll
dtpi

vocabulary. In the follow-up interview, most of the students recOgnIZeiP

importance of vocabulary in their language learning and showed some inle~[11iP!
learning it. However, they confessed that from experience, they considered le;sIVai

vocabulary as a boring memorizing task; thus, motivation in learning war

low.
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The DSSION AND CONCLUSION
vOc~urpose of the study was to examine (a) the students' current level of passive
con: ~lary knowledge; (b) use of vocabulary learning strategies; (c) metacogitive
thero strategy use; and (d) students' perceptions toward vocabulary learning. First,

result .stud s revealed that the current passrve vocabulary knowledge level of the
thel~~tsobviously was below the threshold level for academic study as suggested in
studI erature (Nation, 2001). It indicated that there was a pressing need to enlarge
the~nts.'vocabulary knowledge so as to prepare them for university study. Second,
varie:ndlUgSon the students' use of vocabulary learning strategies indicated that a
Procey _ofvocabulary strategy use was lacking among the learners, and that low
OrientSSlUg strategies, such as dictionary strategy for comprehension, meaning-
stratea~ed note taking, and repetition were dominant among the learners, while
strateg~esSuggested in the literature such as, word structure, extended dictionary
sharpg~.s and semantic encoding are less preferred by the learners. Furthermore, the
eXtendIfference between dictionary use for comprehension purposes and for
Pan's ed Purposes indicated limited use of the dictionary among the participants.
thati ~udy with a group of Chinese Hong Kong EFL learners (2000) also found
appro~?fInation given about a word (i.e., collocation, pronunciation, frequency,
ina d·n~teness) tended to be ignored by the students when looking up a new word
strate~~honary.Furthermore, the difference between meaning-oriented note taking
tofoc~es and usage-oriented note taking strategies also shows that students tended
~OnteXtSTh: the form and meaning of a word rather than the usage of a word in a
InChin' hISWas also found in a study done by Tang (2001). From his observations
Student:seCOllegeEnglish classrooms, he found that upon learning a new word, the
aCtively~erely stored its meaning in memory, and made no attempt to use it
US,ingth~ t Was noteworthy that only one learner, during the interview, reported
WIthCh' key Word method. The studies by Fan (2003) and Gu and Johnson (1996)
uSeOfkInese students and Schmitt (1997) with Japanese students also indicated the
keyWor~yWord method was less preferred. As Nyikos and Fan (2007) noted, the
P,ronUnci~ethod is more suitable when Ll and L2 are related in terms of both
(I.e"goa~Ion. and writing system. Third, metacognitive control learning strategies
thelearn settIng, planning, self-monitoring and evaluation) were also less used by
Zhao(20~r;, This resonates with the fmdings on metacognitive strategy training by
all10ngCh) who found a lack of meta cognitive strategy use in vocabulary learning
~t,UdentsInese EFL learners. It is worthwhile to note that the majority of the
IfflcultieW~re,not aware of which words are important to learn, and they had
~OWWes In Identifying high frequency words; moreover, the words they did not
t~Ckingi;~onsidered as equally important. It might indicate that learners were
acelllajorit Owledge and use of ,strategies .for vocabulary learning. Fo~rth, though
WqUISitioy o~ learners recognized the Importance of vocabulary III language

I as low ~ht~elr perception of capability in learning vocabulary (i.e. self-efficacy)ea, '1 IS
inmIng,who ~ould be due to the lack of knowledge and skills in vocabulary
vteresting Ich In tum could have affected their strategy performance. Besides, it is
tbC~bularyt~ note that though most participants were interested in learning
e IlllPOrt ' t ey had low motivation. This could indicate the students were aware of

ance of vocabulary leaning, but were not sure how to Jearn vocabulary



~
effectively. The findings of the study thus point to the need for learners to enga~\e
more cognitive vocabulary learning strategies and to enhance their metacogtlll\r·
awareness and control of strategy use so as to improve their perception (i.~.,sefO!
efficacy) and motivation in vocabulary leaning. Hence, the implicationtbe~
pedagogy is that VLS should be taught to Chinese EFL learners to increase
strategy use awareness and effective use of strategies in vocabulary learnins-
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